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ABSTRACT
With the rapid growth of social networking sites for communicating, sharing, storing and managing significant information, it is attracting cybercriminals who misuse the Web to exploit vulnerabilities for their illicit benefits. Forged online accounts crack up every day. Impersonators, phishers, scammers and spammers crop up all the time in Online Social Networks (OSNs), and are harder to identify. Spammers are the users who send unsolicited messages to a large audience with the intention of advertising some product or to lure victims to click on malicious links or infecting user's system just for the purpose of making money. A lot of research has been done to detect spam profiles in OSNs. In this paper we have reviewed the existing techniques for detecting spam users in Twitter social network. Features for the detection of spammers could be user based or content based or both. Current study provides an overview of the methods, features used, detection rate and their limitations (if any) for detecting spam profiles mainly in Twitter.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
[General Literature]: Introductory and Survey
[Social Networks]: Security

General Terms
User based features, Content based features, Accuracy, Spam profiles, Malicious users.

Keywords
Online Social Networks (OSNs), Twitter, Spammers, Legitimate users.

1. INTRODUCTION
According to Boyd et al. [5] a social networking site allows its users to (a) construct a profile (b) befriend with a list of other users (c) analyze and traverse own and other’s list of friends. These Online Social Networks (OSNs) use Web 2.0 technology, which allows users to interact with each other. These social networking sites are growing rapidly and changing the way people keep in contacts with each other. In less than 8 years, these sites have shifted from a forte of online activity to a phenomenon in which millions of internet users are engaged. Online communities bring people with same interests together which makes them easier to keep in contacts with others easily.

Social networking sites [5] started with sixdegrees.com in 1997 and then came up makeoutclub.com in 2000. Sixdegrees.com and other such sites couldn’t survive much and disappeared very soon but new sites like MySpace, LinkedIn, Bebo, Orkut, Twitter etc. became successful. Facebook-the very famous site was launched in 2004 [5] and gained a lot of popularity in the world. With larger user databases in OSNs, they are becoming more interesting targets for spammers/malicious users. Spam can take different forms on social web sites and is not easy to be detected. Anyone who is familiar with Internet has faced spam of some sort, be it e-mail spam, spam on forums, newsgroups etc. Spam [18] is defined as the use of electronic messaging system to send unsolicited bulk messages. With the rise of OSNs, it has become a platform for spreading spam. Spammers intend to post advertisements of products to unrelated users. Some spammers post URLs as phishing websites which are used to steal user’s sensitive data.

Many papers have been published on the detection of spam profiles in OSNs. But so far no review paper has been published in this field which consolidated the existing research. Our paper aims to provide a review of the academic research and work done in this field by various researchers and highlight the future research direction. In this paper the techniques available for detection of spammers in Twitter have been presented along with their analysis and comparison. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes methodology used to carry out this review; followed security issues in OSNs which have been briefed in Section 3; Section 4 presents definition of spammers and their motives; Introduction to Twitter and its threats has been covered in Section 5; Section 6 is about the motivation behind this survey paper; Section 7 covers the attributes that can be used for detection purpose; Section 8 reviews the work done by various researchers with a comparative analysis; Section 9 gives research directions for new researchers; finally Section 10 concludes the review.

2. METHODOLOGY
This survey of existing methods for detecting spam profiles in OSNs has been done after a systematic review with principled approach in which major research databases for Computer Science have been searched like IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, SpringerLink, Google Scholar, ScienceDirect for concerned topic. We focussed on papers after year 2009 only as an overview of the methods, features used, detection rate and other irrelevant topic are excluded for this review. We focussed on papers after year 2009 only as the concept of social networks came into existence only in 1997 [1] and became popular only later. Then Facebook was launched in the year 2004 [1] which became very popular. So it took some time for people to get familiar with these networks for communication and hence the attacks on these networks. This search from above mentioned 5 major databases returned over 60 papers. Papers reviewed for this survey paper were selected after reading titles and abstracts of all the papers. Only those papers were chosen that were found suitable for the present study. Papers with titles and abstracts regarding spam messages detection and other irrelevant topics are excluded for the present paper so finally a total of 21 papers have been selected for review. Mainly the papers have been categorized on the basis of features used to detect spammers. Through this paper we are trying to compile a list of social networking papers on detection of spam profiles in Twitter that we have read. The list may likely be incomplete, but gives
shape to the current research surrounding social network spammer detection. After going through this survey paper, new researchers can easily evaluate what work has been done, in which year and how the present work can be extended to make spam detection more accurate. Whenever appropriate, we have detailed the methodology followed; dataset used; features for detection of spammers and accuracy of the techniques being used by various authors. In particular, the papers cover how spammers engage with social network users, their implications and existing techniques to detect these spammers.

3. SECURITY ISSUES IN OSNs
Online Social Networking sites (OSNs) are vulnerable to security and privacy issues because of the amount of user information being processed by these sites each day. Users of social networking sites are exposed to various attacks:

1) Viruses – spammers use the social networks as a platform [19] to spread malicious data in the system of users.
2) Phishing attacks - user’s sensitive information is acquired by impersonating a trustworthy third party [30].
3) Spammers - send spam messages to the users of social networks [11].
4) Sybil (fake) attack - attacker obtains multiple fake identities and pretends to be genuine in the system in order to harm the reputation of honest users in the network [20];
5) Social bots- a collection of fake profiles which are created to gather users’ personal data [32],
6) Clone and identity theft attacks- where attackers create a profile of already existing user in the same network or across different networks in order to fool the cloned user’s friends [23]. If victims accept the friend requests sent by these cloned identities, then attackers will be able to access their information. These attacks consume extra resources from users and systems.

4. TYPES OF SPAMMERS
Spammers are the malicious users who contaminate the information presented by legitimate users and in turn pose a risk to the security and privacy of social networks. Spammers belong to one of the following categories [22]:

1. Phishers: are the users who behave like a normal user to acquire personal data of other genuine users.
2. Fake Users: are the users who impersonate the profiles of genuine users to send spam content to the friends’ of that user or other users in the network.
3. Promoters: are the ones who send malicious links of advertisements or other promotional links to others so as to obtain their personal information.

Motives of Spammers:

a) Disseminate pornography
b) Spread viruses
c) Phishing attacks
d) Compromise system reputation

5. TWITTER AS AN OSN

5.1 Introduction
Twitter is a social network service launched in March 21, 2006 [14] and has 500 million active users [14] till date who share information. Twitter uses a chirping bird as its logo and hence the name Twitter. Users can access it to exchange frequent information called ‘tweets’ which are messages of up to 140 characters long that anyone can send or read. These tweets are public by default and visible to all those who are following the tweeter. Users share these tweets which may contain news, opinions, photos, videos, links, and messages. Following is the standard terminology used in Twitter and relevant to our work:

- **Tweets** [3]: A message on Twitter containing maximum length of 140 characters.
- **Followers & Followings** [3]: Followers are the users who are following a particular user and followings are the users whom user follows.
- **Retweet** [3]: A tweet that has been reshared with all followers of a user.
- **Hashtag** [3]: The # symbol is used to tag keywords or topics in a tweet to make it easily identifiable for search purposes.
- **Mention** [3]: Tweets can include replies and mentions of other users by preceding their usernames with @ sign.
- **Lists** [3]: Twitter provides a mechanism to list users you follow into groups
- **Direct Message** [3]: Also called a DM, this represents Twitter’s direct messaging system for private communication amongst users.

As per Twitter policy [16], indicators of spam profiles are the metrics such as following a large number of users in a short period of time or if post consists mainly of links or if popular hashtags (8) are used when posting unrelated information or repeatedly posting other user’s tweets as your own. There is a provision for users to report spam profiles to Twitter by posting a tweet to @spam. But in Twitter policy [16] there is no clear indication of whether there are automated processes that look for these conditions or whether the administrators rely on user reporting, although it is believed that a combination approach is used.

5.2 Threats on Twitter

1. **Spammed Tweets** [13]: Twitter allows its users to post tweets of maximum 140 characters but regardless of the character limit, cybercriminals have found a way to actually use this limitation to their advantage by creating short but compelling tweets with links for promotions for free vouchers or job advertisement posts or other promotions.

2. **Malware downloads** [13]: Twitter has been used by cyber criminals to spread posts with links to malware download pages. FAKEAV and backdoor[13] applications are the examples of Twitter worm that sent direct messages, and even malware that affected both Windows and Mac operating systems. The most tarnished social media malware is KOOBFACE [13], which targeted both Twitter and Facebook.

3. **Twitter bots** [13]: Cybercriminals tend to use Twitter to manage and control botnets. These botnets control the users’ accounts and pose a threat to their security and privacy.

6. Social Implications of OSNs

Along with the usual problems like spamming, phishing attacks, malware infections, social bots, viruses etc., the greater challenge that social networking sites present for users is to keep private data secure and confidential.

---

1 According to Twitter policy [17], if the number of followings of an account is exceeding 2,000, this number is limited by the number of the account’s followers.
The purpose of social networking sites is to make information easily available and accessible to others. But regrettably, cyber criminals use this publicly available information to carry out targeted attacks. Once attackers get access to one of user’s accounts, they can easily find a way to excavate more information and to use this information to access their other accounts and accounts of their friends.

6. MOTIVATION BEHIND REVIEW
Because of the ease of sharing information and to be in sync with ongoing topics, Social Networks have become a target for spammers. Detecting such malicious users in OSNs is difficult as spammers are very well aware of the techniques available to detect them. OSNs provide a perfect platform for spammers to disguise as a genuine user and try to get malicious posts clicked by normal users for sake of making money. So detecting such users in order to make network secure and keep the private information of users confidential is the most important topic being delved into by various researchers. So this paper will be very helpful for researchers to swiftly review the work that has been done in this area.

7. FEATURES DISTINGUISHING SPAMMERS & NON-SPAMMERS IN TWITTER
Table 1 lists the publications reviewed in this paper and the category of features used for detection of spam profiles in Twitter. Features on the basis of which spam and non spam profiles are differentiated are user based or content based. User based features are the properties of the profile and the behaviour of user in any social network and content based features are the properties of the text posted by users.

Table 1. Features for the detection of spam profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes used for detection of spam profiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User based features:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which include demographic features like profile details, number of followers, number of followings, followers/following ratio, reputation, age of account, avg. time between tweets posting time behaviour, idle hours, tweet frequency etc. [33,12,34,3,26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content based features:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which include number of hasthtags(#), number of URLs in tweets, @ mentions, retweets, spam words, HTTP links, trending topics, duplicate tweets etc. [33,7,11,25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User based and content based both [1,22,24,27,29,2,4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any other feature like graphical distance, graph connectivity: Markov clustering method, URL rate, interaction rate, social relations, social activities, graph based features, neighbor based features, automation based features [21,9,28,33,23,6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Role of above mentioned features for spam profile detection as per Twitter policy [16]:
1. Numbers of followers-spammers have less number of followers.
2. Numbers of followings-Spammers tend to follow a large number of users.
3. Followers/Following Ratio- this ratio is less than 1 for spammers.
4. Reputation is defined as the ratio of followers to the sum of followers and followings. Spammers have reputation<1.

8. EXISTING METHODS FOR DETECTION OF SPAM PROFILES IN TWITTER
Different techniques have been used by researchers to find out the spam profiles in various OSNs. We are focussing only on the work that has been done to identify spammers in Twitter as it is not only a social communication media but in fact is used to share and spread information related to trending topics in real time. Table 2 is showing the summary of the papers reviewed regarding the detection of spammers in Twitter.

Table 2. Outline of techniques used for the detection of spammers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Metrics Used</th>
<th>Methodology Used</th>
<th>Dataset Used</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alex Hai Wang[1]</td>
<td>Graph Based and Content based</td>
<td>Compared Naive Bayesian, Neural Network, SVM and Decision Tree</td>
<td>Validated on 500 Twitter users with 20 recent tweets</td>
<td>Naive Bayesian giving highest accuracy - 93.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et. al.[22]</td>
<td>User based</td>
<td>Compared Decorate, SimpleLogistic, FT, LogBoost, RandomSubSpace, Bagging, J48, LibSVM</td>
<td>Validated on 1000 Twitter users</td>
<td>Decorate giving highest accuracy- 88.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneventi et.</td>
<td>User based</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Validated on 1065</td>
<td>Accuracy- 87.6% (with...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Significant work has been done by Alex Hai Wang [1] in the year 2010 which used user based as well as content based features for detection of spam profiles. A spam detection prototype system has been proposed to identify suspicious users in Twitter. A directed social graph model has been proposed to explore the “follower” and “friend” relationships. Based on Twitter’s spam policy, content-based features and user-based features have been used to facilitate spam detection with Bayesian classification algorithm. Classic evaluation metrics have been used to compare the performance of various traditional classification methods like Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayesian, and Neural Networks and amongst all Bayesian classifier has been judged the best in terms of performance. Over the year 2010, Lee et. al.[9] detected spammers on the basis of tweet content and user based features. Tweet content attributes used are - number of hashtags per number of words in each tweet, number of URLs per word, number of words of each tweet, number of characters of each tweet, number of URLs in each tweet, number of hashtags in each tweet, number of numeric characters that appear in the text, number of users mentioned in each tweet, number of times the tweet has been retweeted. Fraction of tweets containing URLs, fraction of tweets that contains spam words, and average number of words that are hashtags on the tweets are the characteristics that differentiate spammers from non-spammers. Dataset of 54 million users on Twitter has been crawled with 1065 users manually labelled as spammers and non-spammers. A supervised machine learning scheme i.e. SVM classifier has been used to distinguish between spammers and non-spammers. Detection accuracy of the system is 87.6% with only 3.6% non-spammers misclassified.

Twitter facilitates its users to report spam users to them by sending a message to “@spam”. So Gee et. al. [12] utilized this feature and detected spam profiles using classification technique. Normal user profiles have been collected using Twitter API and spam profiles have been collected from “@spam” in Twitter. Collected data was represented in JSON format. Matrix has users as rows and features as columns. Then CSV files were trained using Naive Bayes algorithm with 27% error rate and then SVM algorithm has been used with error rate of 10%. Spam profiles detection accuracy is 89.3%. Limitation of this approach is that not very technical features have been used for detection and precision is also less i.e. 89.3% so it has been suggested that aggressive deployment of any system should be done only if precision is more than 99%.

McCord et.al. [24] used user based features like number of friends, number of followers and content based features like number of URLs, replies/mentions, retweets, hashtags of collected database. Classifiers namely Random Forest, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayesian and K-Nearest Neighbour have been used to identify spam profiles in Twitter. Method has been validated on 1000 users with 95.7% precision and 95.7% accuracy using the Random Forest classifier and this classifier gives the best results followed by the SMO, Naive Bayesian and K-NN classifiers. Limitation of this approach is that for considered dataset reputation feature has been used for detection purpose. One good point in the approach is that it has been validated on two different combinations of dataset – once with 10% spammers+90% non-spammers and again with 10% non-spammers+90% spammers. Limitation of the approach is that less dataset has been used for validation.

Lee et. al.[22] deployed social honeypots consisting of genuine profiles that detected suspicious users and its bot collected evidence of the spam by crawling the profile of the user sending the unwanted friend requests and hyperlinks in MySpace and Twitter. Features of profiles like their posting behaviour, content and friend information to develop a machine learning classifier have been used for identifying spammers. After analysis profiles of users who sent unsolicited friend requests to these social honeypots in MySpace and Twitter have been collected. LIBSVM classifier has been used for identification of spammers. One good point in the approach is that it has been validated on two different combinations of dataset – once with 10% spammers+90% non-spammers and again with 10% non-spammers+90% spammers. Limitation of the approach is that less dataset has been used for validation.
accounts have been crawled using Twitter API and 816 long surviving accounts have been analysed J48 classifier with 86% precision. Limitation of the approach is that only two features have been used for spam profile detection and if spammers keep low URL rate and low interaction rate then this technique will not work as intended.

According to Amit A. et al. [2] there are two types of spammer detection techniques – users centric which are based on the features related to user like followers/following ratio and another is URL centric which depends on detecting malicious URLs. Approach mentioned in this paper is hybrid which considers above mentioned both types of features. 15 new features have been proposed to detect spammers, along with an alert system to detect spam tweets. Tweet campaigns and techniques used by spammers have also been studied. Two datasets from Twitter have been used one with 500K users and another with 110,789 users. New features that have been used are: Bait oriented features which identify the techniques used by spammers to lure victims to click on malicious links like no of mentions, mentions to non-followers, hijacking trends, intersection with famous trends. Behavioral features include variance in tweet interval, variance in no of tweets per unit time, ratio of variance in tweet interval to variance in no of tweets per unit time, and tweeting sources. URL features include duplicate URLs, duplicate domain names, IP/domain ratio. Content entropy features include dissimilarity of tweet content, similarity between tweets, URL and tweet similarity. Profile based features include user profile, trending keywords, similarity between users, URL similarity. Thereafter all these features have been collected from malicious users as well as benign users which were then given to four supervised learning algorithms like Decision Tree, Random Forest, Bayes Network and Decorate using Weka tool. 93.6% of spammers with false positive rate of 1.8% have been detected with Decorate classifier giving best results. This technique has been shown to outperform Twitter’s spammer detection policy. But this technique has been tested on only 31,808 users whereas Twitter is considering millions of users.

Chakraborty et. al. [4] have proposed a system to detect abusive users who post abusive contents, including harmful URLs, porn URLs, and phishing links and divert away regular users and harm the privacy of social networks. Two steps in the algorithm have been used- first is to check the profile of a user sending friend request to other user as for abusive content and second is to check the similarity of two profiles. After these two steps it is supposed to recommend whether the user should accept friend request or not. This has been tested on Twitter dataset of 5000 users which was collected with REST API. Features considered for differentiating abusive and non-abusive users are- profile based, content based and timing based. Classifiers like SVM, Decision Tree, Random Forest and Naive Bayesian have been used. SVM outperforms all classifiers and model is performing with an accuracy of 89%.

Yang et. al. [6] utilized new features for the detection of spammers in Twitter. Various techniques used by spammers for evasion have been discussed. 10 new detection features including three graph-based features, three neighbor-based features, three automation-based features and one timing-based feature have been proposed as these features are difficult as well as expensive to dodge as they are based on the methods which spammers don’t use in order to not being detected and requires more memory, resources and time for evasion. A total of 18 features (8 existing and 10 newly introduced) have been used for detecting purpose and these have been tested using classifiers like Random Forest, Decision Tree, Decorate and Bayesian Network. Bayesian classifier performs best with an accuracy of 88.6%. Limitation of this approach is that very less data has been crawled and only a particular type of spammers are being detected with less detection rate which is the lower bound of the spammers present in the dataset.

9. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

During survey it became quite apparent that a lot of work has been done for detecting spam profiles in different OSNs. Still improvements can be made to get better detection rate by using a different technique and covering more and robust features as deciding parameter. So following are the few conclusions drawn from survey:

1. Since Twitter has millions of active users and this number is constantly increasing. And almost all the authors have used very small testing dataset to see the performance of their approach. So there is a need to increase the testing dataset to see the performance of any approach.
2. Need to develop a multivariate model.
3. Need to develop a method that can detect all kinds of spammers.
4. Need to test the approaches on different combinations of spammers and non-spammers.

10. CONCLUSION

Many methods have been developed and used by various researchers to find out spammers in different social networks. From the papers reviewed it can be concluded that most of the work has been done using classification approaches like SVM, Decision Tree, Naive Bayesian, and Random Forest. Detection has been done on the basis of user based features or content based features or a combination of both. Few authors also introduced new features for detection. All the approaches have been validated on very small dataset and have not been even tested with different combinations of spammers and non-spammers. Combination of features for detection of spammers has shown better performance in terms of accuracy, precision, recall etc. as compared to using only user based or content based features.
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